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In order to stabilize the tumbling nancial markets and maintain the liquidity
of companies and states, central banks around the world responded to the
Covid-19
pandemic
by
increasing
the
money
supply
<
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-liquidity/centralbanks- lash-the-cash-as-market-panic-drives-liquidity-squeezeidUSKBN210174> .
e public discussion about these scal and monetary
decisions, from their su ciency to their potential for triggering future
in lation, are dominated by economists. e advice of political philosophers,
meanwhile, especially those from centuries ago, is not particularly sought a ter.
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Yet this was not always the case. From antiquity until well into the 19th century,
European and North American political philosophy revolved around questions <
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/cambridge-history-ofeighteenthcentury-political-thought/early-enlightenment-debate-oncommerce-and-luxury/23B4652A6F7A7CFDF1125578A8457E24>
of
state
nancing, debt, property, and money. In other words, the relationship between
economics and politics was at the heart of the theoretical debate. As such, it was
also
central
for
Jean-Jacques
Rousseau
<
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/rousseau/> , who wrote the entry “Économie
politique
<
http://classiques.uqac.ca/classiques/Rousseau_jj/discours_economie_politiqu
e/discours_eco_pol.pdf> ” for Diderot’s and d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie <
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/d/did/> , corresponded with the Physiocrats <
https://books.google.de/books?
id=D_HJDwAAQBAJ&lpg=PR1&dq=Michael%20Sonenscher%2C%20JeanJacques%20Rousseau%3A&hl=de&pg=PA48#v=onepage&q=Physiocrats%20let
ter&f=false> , and had none other than Adam Smith attentively review <
https://books.google.de/books?
id=Tb7FCQAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=Politics+in+Commercial+Socie
ty&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwicn_W61eLtAhVPCewKHVWsBLYQ6AEwAHo
ECAQQAg#v=onepage&q=Politics%20in%20Commercial%20Society&f=false>
parts of his discourse on inequality.
Today, Rousseau is best known for his advocacy of strong republican ideals, and
his focus on the common will and personal presence of the people in contrast to
the principle of representation that characterizes the modern, liberal
organization of state and government. It is this Rousseau whom Jürgen
Habermas famously criticized in Between Facts and Norms <
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/between-facts-and-norms> for overburdening
citizens with demands for virtue and the common good. But when re-reading
Rousseau’s works in the context of his time, it is striking that, much more so
than political principles, economic considerations abound and place Rousseau
at a great distance from our contemporary conditions.
In
Rousseau’s
mind,
the
Enlightenment thinkers, with whom
he otherwise sided to considerable
extent on political questions,
articulated paradoxical economic
and political demands. Montesquieu
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<
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/
montesquieu/> , for example,
considered it his political task to
revive ancient ideas of a free state, so
that the freedom of citizens would
no longer be threatened by royal and
feudal despotism. But unlike their
ancient
predecessors,
Enlightenment intellectuals no
longer sought to organize this
republicanization on the basis of the
self-su cient oikoi of an agrarian
<
economy, but instead with the help
https://i2.wp.com/jhiblog.org/wp
of the modern opportunities of trade
-content/uploads/2021/01/Jeanand manufacture. As Istvan Hont <
https://www.polthought.cam.ac.uk/
Jacques-Rousseau.jpg?ssl=1>
seminar/introductions/intros20102011/hont>
has
noted
<
https://books.google.de/books?
id=Tb7FCQAAQBAJ&printsec=front
cover&dq=Politics+in+Commercial
+Society&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUK
Ewicn_W61eLtAhVPCewKHVWsBLYQ6AEwAHoECAQQAg#v=onepage&q=Pol
itics%20in%20Commercial%20Society&f=false> , Rousseau turned against this
idea of a commercial republicanism in the most resolute form.

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 1766 <
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Retrato_de_Jean_Jacques_Rouss
eau,_por_Allan_Ramsay,_en_1766,_Ga
ler%C3%ADa_Nacional_de_Escocia.jp
g>

In his Discourse on Inequality < https://books.google.de/books?
id=kd2I5Fop3WMC&printsec=frontcover&dq=rousseau+discourse+on+inequ
ality&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjdtY_A7vLtAhWOzqQKHeOfAUEQ6AEwAH
oECAUQAg#v=onepage&q=rousseau%20discourse%20on%20inequality&f=fal
se> , Rousseau described how a society that accepted a liberalized economic
sphere would also inevitably nd itself in despotic political waters. Natural
man’, who historically was in a harmonious balance with outer and inner nature
in Rousseau’s formulation, became dangerously unbalanced when beginning to
practice the division of labour, agriculture, and metallurgy. In this way,
Rousseau made use of the dominant colonial discourses of his time, not to
overturn
them,
but
to
reverse
them
<
https://www.degruyter.com/view/journals/dzph/60/6/article-p861.xml>
:
Instead of tracking progress from “savage” to “civilised” man, Rousseau told a
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story of human degeneration. According to him, an economy based on the
division of labour meant nothing other than individuals no longer being able to
provide for their own subsistence from their own resources and, as a
consequence, becoming dependent on one another. “From the moment that one
man needed the help of another […] equality disappeared, property arose,
labour
became
necessary”
(OC
III,
p.
171
<
https://www.marxists.org/reference/subject/economics/rousseau/inequality/
ch02.htm> ). And this mutual dependence was never symmetric: instead,
talents, skill, diligence, and physical abilities inevitably caused di ferences in
property and conduct, such that social inequality arose. Having become
dependent on his fellow men, a once ‘natural’ man could thus only relate to
himself by way of relating to others, which deepened the state of
interdependence.
Over time, Rousseau reasoned, the poor thus became dependent on being paid
by the rich or on robbing them, and the rich became dependent on the poor
remaining dependent. Con licts would then arise within society. In his reading,
this socialized state perpetually threatened to bring about the Hobbesian war of
all
against
all
<
https://books.google.de/books?
id=Tb7FCQAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=Politics+in+Commercial+Socie
ty&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwicn_W61eLtAhVPCewKHVWsBLYQ6AEwAHo
ECAQQAg#v=onepage&q=Hobbesian%20outcome&f=false> (45), which was
only half-heartedly prevented by the introduction of formal equality before the
law, even if only in order to make economic inequality permanent. But such a
state is destined to slide down the same slippery slope as society already did:
lawbreakers made magistrates necessary, which in turn necessitated elections,
elections required political parties, these provoked civil wars, from which
followed perpetual dictatorship and, nally, despotism. In essence, Rousseau’s
message to his Enlightenment contemporaries was that no republic could be
built on the basis of asymmetrical economic interdependence — and to him,
trade, division of labor and money regimes were just that.
In so arguing, Rousseau wrote
explicitly against the major politicaleconomic theories of his time:
against the physiocrats, against
mercantilist ideas, but above all
against Montesquieu’s idea that
trade and commerce brought about a
liberalization and paci cation of the
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political sphere—an idea that would
inspire James Denham-Steuart <
https://www.britannica.com/biogra
phy/Sir-James-Steuart-Denham4th-Baronet> , John Millar <
https://www.oxfordreference.com/v
iew/10.1093/oi/authority.2011080310
0158190> , David Hume <
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/h
ume/> and, later on, Adam Smith <
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/s
mith-moral-political/>
.
Montesquieu
reasoned
<
https://books.google.de/books?
<
id=nW0PAAAAQBAJ&printsec=fro
https://i0.wp.com/jhiblog.org/wp
ntcover&dq=Hirschman+the+passi
ons&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi
content/uploads/2021/01/Montes
wjMur1-LtAhXIquieu.png?ssl=1>
aQKHTAACOoQ6AEwAHoECAAQA
g#v=onepage&q=montesquieu&f=f
alse> that modern commerce and
manufactures
made
citizens
independent of their rulers. If these
rulers transgressed the limits of civic consent, one could easily withdraw one’s
possessions, mobile capital or even money from the grasp of the crown. is
threat to the control exercised by monarchy and feudal nobility automatically
limited governmental power. Adam Smith thought along similar lines <
https://books.google.de/books?
id=Tb7FCQAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=Politics+in+Commercial+Socie
ty&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwicn_W61eLtAhVPCewKHVWsBLYQ6AEwAHo
ECAQQAg#v=onepage&q=Politics%20in%20Commercial%20Society&f=false>
and expanded this argument: If cleverly managed, he wrote, even the rulers’
exorbitant claims to luxury and consumption could be used to create work and
prosperity and, at the same time, bring about the rule of law. According to him,
the complexity of lourishing trade in the cities and the growth of mutual
interdependence overwhelmed the power that despots could muster to govern.
With this, Montesquieu (like Smith later) turned against absolute monarchy
from the outside, i.e. politically, in order to discipline it from the inside, i.e.
economically.

Charles de Secondat, Baron de
Montesquieu <
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei:M
ontesquieu_1.png>
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Rousseau, however, turned these arguments against their proponents. His
discussion of political economy in the Second Discourse <
https://www.marxists.org/reference/subject/economics/rousseau/inequality/
ch02.htm> was precisely aimed at showing that what Montesquieu and Smith
considered the disciplinary threat that citizens posed to their monarchs would
turn into a disciplinary order that bene ts the rich at the expense of the
republic. For Rousseau, economic inequality, asymmetric economic
interdependencies, and private interests prevented the formation of a common
will. erefore, it was perfectly consistent to him that, just as there should be no
partisanship in the political world, the republic must presuppose the material
self-su ciency of its citizens.
us, he ordered in the Contrat social <
http://www.ibiblio.org/ml/libri/r/RousseauJJ_ContratSocial_s.pdf> that no
citizen of his ideal republic should be “so wealthy as to be able to buy another,
and none so poor as to be forced to sell himself” (OC III, p. 391). Notably, this
seemingly economic argument was premised on a political observation: the rich
and the poor were equally dangerous to the common good, “from the one come
the abettors of tyranny, from the other the tyrants; the trade in public liberty is
always between them; the one buys and the other sells it” (OC III, p. 392).
However, anyone who thinks that Rousseau considered himself utopian is
mistaken. Already in the Contrat social, he praised Corsica as one of the few
exceptions that, under the historical conditions of his time, would still be
capable of forming a republic along the lines he set forth — not least because, in
the
eyes
of
Rousseau
<
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/69838/1/Hill_Enlightened%20savages_author_2017_Fin
al.pdf> , Corsicans appeared uncivilized. A ter the latter had made some gains
in the ght for Corsican independence, Matteo Buttafuoco approached
Rousseau in 1764 with the request to dra t a constitution for Corsica <
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1467-9248.00322> . Rousseau
enthusiastically agreed. Interestingly, his proposed constitution, which
survived through his estate, is largely devoted to the economic rather than the
political situation in Corsica. Rousseau recommended, for example, that a
prerequisite for citizenship should be the possession of su cient land to
provide for oneself and one’s family, and so that the asymmetrical dependence
described in the Second Discourse would not occur. Rousseau believed that there
was enough territory available in Corsica to allow every inhabitant to own
farmland.
But Rousseau knew, of course, how
far modern conditions had advanced
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<
https://i0.wp.com/jhiblog.org/wp
content/uploads/2021/01/Corsica.
jpg?ssl=1>

Map of Corsica, 1794 <
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:1794_Jeffreys_Map_of_Corsica,_
France_-_Geographicus_-_Corsicajeffreys-1794.jpg>

in comparison to antiquity. Large
empires in the island’s geographical
neighborhood, monetary and scal
systems, trade, and manufactures
were obstacles to the peaceful
republicanization of the Corsicans.
Rousseau’s response to these
unfavorable conditions was as
radical as it was consequential:
limited foreign trade to prevent a
dependence
on
neighboring
territories, hardly any internal trade
in
order
to
conserve
the
independence of citizens from one
another, and a requirement that
manufacturers and cra tsmen had to
settle far away from the trading
places to make their businesses
costly and burdensome. Expressed
in modern economic vocabulary:
Rousseau tried to internalize the
politically external costs of the
economy—for the good of the
republic.

It was the nancial and monetary system that worried Rousseau the most. e
virtualization of goods in the form of money provided the conditions for a
limitless accumulation of wealth and thus disconnection from the polity. Money
— although supplied and guaranteed for by the state — could become a vehicle
for particular interests and, in the last consequence, for anti-republican
developments. erefore, according to Rousseau, money was to be kept to a
minimum in Corsica and to be replaced as far as possible by a local barter
economy that was to be administered by the state: “In a truly free state, citizens
do everything on their own and nothing with money” (OC III, p. 439). Taxes
should also be possible in kind and supplemented by the state itself, i.e. state
property that yields revenue for the payment of the magistrates. Only in the
extreme, and only if direct exchange is impossible, Rousseau considered the use
of a currency to serve as a unit of account (he suggests pistols as a basis). e
scal administration of Corsica therefore had, in Rousseau’s plan, the
enormously important task of keeping an eye on how the relationship between
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the circulation of abstract money and the concrete barter developed, in order to
be able to counteract possible aberrations, such as those described in the Second
Discourse. e Rousseauan citizens of Corsica were to be protected from their
own self-interest by the constitution, which instituted and regulated the legal
and monetary systems through which citizens could interact in such a way that
the independence of the republic would be preserved, both internally and
externally.
Rousseau’s considerations for Corsica sound very distant today. Since the 19th
century, the economic developments that Rousseau could still observe in their
early stages – the development of markets, the emergence of the division of
labor, the lourishing of trade and industry, the introduction of taxes and
monetary regimes – have fully taken hold and determine our present. But
perhaps Rousseau’s warning about the paradoxes of a politically and
economically free society can help us better understand today’s problems. e
di culty of present-day democracies, as was already evident in the nancial
crisis and has now again has come to the fore during the pandemic, is that they
are in many ways dependent on developments in their economic foundation:
citizens are dependent on their jobs, on international markets, on capital
in lows and out lows; the state is dependent on tax revenues, on the con dence
of nancial markets, and on the status of its social security systems. Rousseau’s
vision of an economically self-su cient citizenry and republic is more than
elusive — but the problems it was meant to counteract can be felt everywhere.
Perhaps a virtue can be made of necessity? Rousseau’s strong aversion to the
money form was fed by the fact that monetary wealth is based on the possession
of collectively guaranteed symbols. is makes the owners of large sums of
money predominantly independent from the polity’s requirements of virtue and
subsistence: they can simply escape the requirements by moving their
possessions elsewhere. is was Rousseau’s criticism of the advocates of doux
commerce like Montesquieu. But are the rich not simultaneously dependent on
the politics of the community? e value of their wealth is based entirely on the
state’s guarantee that they will one day be able to convert their symbols into
goods and labor, because without common trust in the value of money that the
state embodies and guarantees, monetary wealth vanishes. With the release of
money, which the state usually delegates to its central bank, the republic has
dangerously disconnected its citizenry from itself — in this Rousseau is
completely right. But by reserving the sovereignty to determine the quantity,
the interest rate, i.e. ultimately the value of money, the state can attempt to
return the circulating monetary wealth to republican purposes. at the money
supply is not an apolitical quantity < https://www.wiley.com/en-
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us/ e+Nature+of+Money-p-9780745609973> is very clearly demonstrated by
the actions of central banks during the present pandemic. Perhaps this is where
a modern political theory, economically up-to-date, would have to start in order
to examine and help preserve the economic conditions of democratic selfgovernment < https://www.socialeurope.eu/the-politics-of-currencies> .

Oliver Weber < https://www.researchgate.net/pro le/Oliver_Weber3> is a
Master’s student of democratic studies at the University of Regensburg,
Germany. He is mainly interested in the political theory of republican orders
and their economic conditions of maintenance. He tweets @OliverBWeber <
https://twitter.com/OliverBWeber> .
Featured Image: Jean-Jacques Rousseau commemorative medal (bronze Galvano).
Courtesy of Tulane University Digital Library, B. Bernard Weinstein Medal
Collection.
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